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Accurate 
conception of comfort

and positioning for 
various pathologies

Evolution



The right identity of positioning 

IDSoft Evolution

Standard
IDSoft Evolution Prime

Viscoelastic foam seat cushionLong wings headrest standard shelf

Trunk support and

abduction wedge
Antitip castorsSwiwelling cradled armrest

Fitted with two swiwelling

cradled armrests

IDSoft Evolution

Two versions

and options



and comfort

Thanks to the frame design, the wheelchair is steady, whatever the backrest and
seat angles are (through gas cylinder).

A very functional 
multiple-adjustment legrest

Rotation-, and front-to-back 

adjustable board.

Large, adjustable in heigh,

width and depth calf cushion.

New  rigid armrest side design
(3 fixation points).

New backrest structure.
Height adjustable and possibility to

remove it completely to fit other type of

backrest (non provided by DUPONT

MEDICAL).

New long and curved
armrest pad.

New lighter chassis (bronze
color) for all types of wheels.

Very accessible and safe unlocking armrest system.

Gravity centre shift forward

depending on the used

angle.

High adjustable push

handles
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The photographs are
not contractual, and

some components
may change 

for manufacturing or
improving purposes.

Various adjustments, maximum adaptability for comfort, 
and user   position and security.

Width between both armrests (= seat width)

Continuous adjustment:
On T 39 frame  u from 39 to 44 cm
On T 44 frame  u from 44 to 49 cm
On T 49 frame  u from 49 to 54 cm

Long and curved armrest, height-

adjustable on 70 mm.

Whole detachable armrest through a

push-button.

Continuous depth-adjustable

seat, through sliding, on 90

mm (42 to 51 cm).

Seat reclining from –2° (Trendelenburg)

to +20° with large rear wheels, and

from –2° to +25° with small rear

wheels.

Heigh adjustable backrest (on 10 cm).
Reclining backrest from 90° 

(vertically) to 120°.
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IDSoft Evolution

Floor/seat plate heigh available : Floor/seat
plate heigh

Rear Wheels Rear wheel position Fork
position

Front wheel

45 cm 24” 2 2 8” 

42.5cm 24” 1 2 6”

42.5cm 22” 2 2 6” 

40 cm 22” 1 1 6”

45 cm 12,5” 5 2 8” 

40 cm 12,5” 4 1 6”
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Overall width Overall length Overall length Wheelchair Maxi. user’s 
without legrests with legrests weight weight

Frame width + 20 cm From
T39 at 44 = 59 cm 82 cm 108 cm 34,2 kg 140 kg
T44 at 49 = 64 cm
T49 at 54 = 69 cm


